CUSTOMER SERVICE

Our customer service and technical support teams can assist in all aspects of specifying and sourcing your entire in-house taping requirements. Our extensive open tooling database is utilised to search for available exact fit carrier tapes. Reel Service Limited design carrier tapes for all standard and non-standard components and can assist in cover tape and KLK REEL recommendations. Materials required for in-house tape and reel and finished goods operations are also supplied. Please contact our local customer service department at the address below.

OTHER PRODUCTS AND SERVICES AVAILABLE

We offer a complete range of all materials necessary for tape and reel operations including: carrier tape materials, cover tapes, humidity indicator cards, moisture barrier bags, desiccant and other sundry semiconductor finishing materials. Also available from our company is a full subcontract Tape & Reel packaging and device programming service.

Please contact our customer service team for further information on our complete range of tape and reel products and services.

Materials Datasheet

QFP Carrier Tape

A safer and more efficient method of storing, transporting, handling and machine loading quad flat packs than the conventional tray method.

1. Fits standard 16, 24, 32, 44 and 56 mm tape feeders.
2. Tape complies with EIA 481 and IEC286-3 standards.
3. Each component is held by the body and top sealing tape into it’s own custom designed compartment.
4. Pins do not come into contact with any part of the tape.
5. Tests for shock and vibration confirm no component or pin movement (independent test).
6. Quantity of devices per reel can vary between 100 to 2000 dependent on size of component.
7. Pin count from 40 through to 208 can be taped.
8. "On Line Costs" estimated at 15% of the cost of tray fed QFP’s.

Disclaimer:
The information provided is accurate to the best of the company’s knowledge or is obtained by sources believed by the company to be accurate and does not imply any legally binding assurance.
The Company reserves the right to introduce at any time improvement to the above product(s) without prior notice.